
Music lesson #6-Form—AB, ABA, rondo   May 4-8, 2020 

This week the enrichment will center on 3 different forms in music with song examples.  Form is the 

overall plan of a piece of music.  Form is the identification of different sections of a song. 

AB Form has two distinct sections.  Many times, the A section can be called a verse because it has words 

that keep changing and telling more of the story line.  The B section is called the refrain because it stays 

the same—the words do not change. 

Form AB—Polly Wolly Doodle 1:53 

https://youtu.be/g9bf0Mn7MeU 

 

Form AB—This Old Man verse/refrain 2:51 

https://youtu.be/8MtfQNgBHwo 

 

ABA Form has three distinct sections. The A section will be the same at the beginning and the end with a 

new section-the B part in the middle- that is a contrasting section. 

Form ABA—Twinkle Twinkle Little Star 2:27 
 
https://youtu.be/f5NUp4xXq6U 
 
Form ABA—Shoo, Fly 2:59 
 
https://youtu.be/E27_vwDV_2A 
 

Rondo form is a more expanded form.  It is a song that has a repeating A section with a new section in 

between each A.  This is an example of the simplest rondo form—ABACA.   You could have a much 

longer rondo if you keep making up new music to place between each A section.  This would be an 

example of a longer rondo—ABACADAEA.  There are other variations of a rondo, but the most important 

thing is that A keeps appearing between the other sections. 

ABACA rondo--youth creating on guitar 1:07 

https://youtu.be/cXxuPFN0Wn4 

 

You can represent all forms by creating pictures for the different sections.  I would love to see examples 

that you could create in picture form. 

Another challenge would be to listen to a favorite song, send the title to me, and tell me what the form 

of the song is along with a picture drawing of the form. 
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